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Memory Wars and Minority Rights: From Ethnic 
Conflict towards a Peace Region Alps-Adria?
Described as “the age of extremes” by historian Eric Hobsbawm, the 20th century was defined 
by heavily-contested borders and identities in Central Europe: politically, culturally, socially, 
and intellectually. With the end of World War I, communities found themselves in new na- 
tion-states, and the politics of assimilation and relations between minorities and their kin-
states created tensions that continue to reverberate today. Using the Slovene minority in 
Austria as a case study, the article provides insight into two international projects that involve 
civil society actors in the field of memory politics and young people and their attitudes 
towards history and minorities. In drawing lessons from these initiatives dealing with 
troubled pasts to counteract current forms of exclusive identity politics, the article proposes 
that effective minority protection depends on a conductive social environment that allows 
for the reflection of opposing narratives stemming from ethnic conflict and acknowledges 
diversity as enrichment. 
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Spominske vojne in pravice manjšin: Od etničnega 
konflikta do Mirovne regije Alpe-Jadran?  

20. stoletje, ki ga je zgodovinar Eric Hobsbawm poimenoval “čas skrajnosti”, je zaznamovalo 
sporno določanje mej in identitet v Srednji Evropi, tako v političnem kot v kulturnem, družbenem 
in intelektualnem smislu. Ob koncu prve svetovne vojne so se posamezne skupnosti nenadoma 
znašle v novih nacionalnih državah, politika asimilacije ter odnosi med manjšinami in njihovimi 
matičnimi državami pa so ustvarili napetosti, ki jih je moč zaznati še danes. Na študiji primera 
slovenske manjšine v Avstriji prispevek ponuja vpogled v dva mednarodna projekta, ki sta 
vključevala akterje civilne družbe na področju politike spomina ter mlade in njihov odnos do 
zgodovine in manjšin. Na podlagi izkušenj, pridobljenih z omenjenima projektoma, ki se z 
obravnavo bolečih preteklosti skušata zoperstaviti aktualnim oblikam izključujoče identitetne 
politike, avtor ugotavlja, da je učinkovita zaščita manjšin odvisna od tega, koliko družbeno okolje 
dopušča nasprotujoče si in iz etničnih sporov izhajajoče diskurze ter v raznolikosti prepoznava 
prednost.
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1. introduction: The Angel of History and its Legacy 
of the Future
After the end of World War I, many new nation-states emerged across Central 
and Eastern Europe. Numerous cultural and linguistic communities became mi-
norities within these new states. The politics of minority assimilation and relati- 
ons between minorities and their kin-states caused tensions within and between  
the new national states, and these tensions can still be felt today. This article 
thus deals with the interplay of memory politics, diversity management, and ap- 
proaches to dialogue for dealing with a troubled past. These instruments com-
plement measures of minority protection by promoting the notion that “a cli-
mate of tolerance and dialogue” is required for cultural diversity (which is often 
considered a dividing factor) in order to contribute to the enrichment of society, 
as it is proclaimed in the preamble of the Framework Convention for the Protec-
tion of National Minorities of the Council of Europe. 

Drawing on this approach, the article explores the bilateral dimensions of  
the situation of the Slovene minority in Austria, as a case study. It builds on and 
brings together the findings of several previous studies (Pirker 2020;  2018; Brou- 
sek & Pirker 2016; Pirker & Hofmeister 2015; Pirker 2013; 2012 a; 2012 b). 
From an Austrian perspective (for a recent juxtaposition of Austrian and Slove-
ne positions see e.g., Brousek et al. (2020); for a comprehensive analysis of the 
history of the Slovene ethnic group since World War II from a Slovene perspec-
tive, in German, see Klemenčič, M. & Klemenčič, V. (2010)), it provides insight 
into two international projects with different foci: one involves civil society ac-
tors in the field of memory politics, whereas the other focuses on young people 
and their attitudes towards history and minorities. 

These initiatives deal with the troubled past in the field of minority rights. 
They are based on a complementary approach to minority protection through 
law and dialogue, since effective minority protection depends on a conductive 
social environment that, on the one hand, allows for a reflection of opposing nar-
ratives stemming from ethnic conflict and, on the other, acknowledges diversity 
as enrichment. This is particularly the case in the Alps-Adriatic Region, an area 
located at the center of Europe that experienced all of the major conflicts and 
upheavals of the 20th century. Hence, the article provides lessons in overcoming 
deep historical divisions for the European Union.

2. A Typical European Case? The Ethnic Conflict in 
Carinthia (Austria)
Europe is inherently diverse: 190 minorities live within the European Union 
(Pan 2009). The respect for its cultural, ethnic, or linguistic diversity poses an 
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obligation (cf. Article 2 of the Treaty on the European Union or Article 22 of  
the European Charter of Fundamental Rights) as well as a challenge for the  
EU, as an ever closer union, especially in times of economic or migration crisis, 
when old patterns of ethnic or national exclusion are reinforced and borders are 
closed again. Minority issues all over Europe indicate that old nationalism has 
not yet been overcome (Brousek & Pirker 2016; Brousek 2018), as, e.g., recently 
illustrated by the consequences of Brexit 100 years after the partition of Ireland. 
These issues emphasize the importance of dealing with mechanisms of othering 
and the dichotomy of them versus us that often use and misuse the past. These 
mechanisms should be tackled by initiating dialogue aimed at fostering mutual 
understanding through dealing with a troubled past.

The Alps-Adriatic Region lies at the heart of Europe, at the crossroads be-
tween Austria, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, and Hungary (Brousek & Pirker 2016; 
Brousek 2018; Wintersteiner et al. 2020b, 17); for the development of the term 
Alps-Adria and the former Alps-Adriatic Working Community see Valentin 
(2011b). From a historic perspective, this region suffered during all major Euro-
pean conflicts in the 20th century, from the two World Wars to the Balkan Wars. 
It is characterized by its ethnic and linguistic diversity (Wintersteiner 2011; Bajc 
2011; Brousek & Pirker 2016; Brousek 2018). This region includes a founding 
member of the European Community (Italy, a member since 1957), a member 
since the fourth Enlargement of the European Union in 1995 (Austria), two 
members that acceded during the first Eastern Enlargement in 2004 (Slovenia, 
Hungary), and the most recent member that joined in 2013 (Croatia). Within 
this little Europe, Austria serves as an ideal focus point for studying the ques- 
tions of dialogue and dealing with a troubled past regarding minority rights. 
It has a tradition of minority protection dating back to the Habsburg Empire, 
which was a multicultural entity that developed its first instruments for the pro-
tection and equality of ethnic groups. At the same time, the laws and institutions 
in the Austrian Empire led to disputes over language rights during the rise of 
nationalism from the middle of the 19th century (Judson 2016). After the fall of 
the Habsburg monarchy, these disputes culminated in the most aggressive forms 
of nationalism under the Nazi Regime. Subsequently, in the second half of the 
20th century, Austria developed a promotive form of minority protection: the 
Constitution of Austria recognizes the country’s cultural diversity represented 
by its autochthonous minorities (Article 8 paragraph 2 of the Federal Constitu-
tional Law) (Pirker 2020). 

The Austrian province of Carinthia is often regarded as a special case in 
Austrian contemporary history (Valentin 2009). This description relates to the 
ethnic conflict, which affected the history of this federal state (Land) for more 
than 150 years, particularly during the “age of extremes” (Hobsbawm 1994). 
This conflict still forms the basis for public discussions about minority rights. 
In recent decades, these became particularly emotional. These ethnic disputes 
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revolved around symbols, such as bilingual municipal signs as markers of iden-
tity, or even around mentioning the Slovene ethnic minority in the Constitu-
tion of the Land Carinthia, as in a public debate in the spring of 2017. In the 
end, the ethnic group was mentioned and proclaimed to be protected pursuant 
to the Federal Constitution; however, an explicit reference to the German lan- 
guage as the official language (Landessprache) of the Land Carinthia was included 
(Adamovich 2018, 22–23; Pirker 2020). These disputes are highly charged with 
symbolism. Within the Carinthian – as well as within the federal – constitution, 
the ethnic group and its language can be acknowledged as an integral part of the 
Land, while bilingual municipal signs represent a visible expression of bilingual 
heritage or evidence that this Land is home to the ethnic group; or, alternatively, 
to some these signs can even present a threat to concepts of German national 
identity (Pirker 2012a;  2020; cf. Jordan 2012). 

A simplified mapping of the linguistic situation in Carinthia, including lan-
guage censuses (despite all doubts about the soundness of the questions asked 
or the political pressure in the context of a census), reveals a tremendous assi-
milation and recession of the use of the Slovene language as a language of inter-
course in the 20th century: in 1911, 18.3 % of the population of Carinthia used 
Slovene as a language of intercourse, while only 2.3 % did so in 2001 (Inzko 
1988, 37; Reiterer 2000; Pirker 2013, 113). On the other hand, the numbers of 
people learning the Slovene language in primary education has increased steadi- 
ly in past decades, reaching up to 40 % in the territory covered by bilingual 
schooling, while, on the other hand, the number of children with language skills 
acquired in the family is decreasing dramatically (Busch 2010, 139–140; Domej 
2000, 47–48; Reiterer 2000; Vavti 2009, 166; Pirker 2013; for an analysis of the 
motivation for and functions of learning Slovene see also Zorčič (2019)). The last 
factor points to a decline of the ethnic group. Increasing interest in the Slovene 
language indicates that today, it is no longer an ethnic marker, though prejudices 
and mechanisms of othering are still present within younger generations, even 
though they did not experience any of the violent phases of the conflict (Winter-
steiner 1996; 2015; Vavti 2009; Pirker 2014;  2018, 34–38).

The ethnic conflict can only be fully understood by analyzing its history in 
connection with the emergence of nationalism in the middle of the 19th century 
and based on language as the main feature distinguishing Germans and Slovenes 
(Hobsbawm 2005, 108–109, 114; Anderson 1996, 72–82). Events of the late 
19th and 20th centuries set the basis for antagonistic paradigms and opposing nar-
ratives and must, therefore, be considered at least briefly (for this outline with 
further references cf. Pirker 2018, 22–38), starting with the desire for Slovene 
as the official language and the language of education in 1848 and the disputes 
about the bilingual school system in the second half of the 19th century. After 
World War I, the newly established Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes 
(SHS State) claimed and occupied parts of the Southern Carinthian territory 
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where Slovene was spoken. This military action, which in Slovenia is commonly 
referred to as a struggle for the northern border, in the sense of establishing bor-
ders along ethnic lines, caused a military response from the Carinthian side, the 
so-called Carinthian defence war (Abwehrkampf). After international interventi-
on, a plebiscite was held in 1920 to end this conflict. As a result of this plebiscite, 
Carinthia remained within Austria. This was only possible because about 10,000 
Slovene-speaking people voted for remaining in Austria (see Valentin 1993; 
Fräss-Ehrfeld 2000). 

The Carinthian government had even promised to further protect the  
Slovenes’ ethnic identity within Austria. However, these promises were not 
kept after the plebiscite: policies of Germanization followed, culminating in the  
deportation of Carinthian Slovenes under the Nazi Regime. These incidents  
caused resistance and attacks by partisans, followed by renewed territorial claims 
for southern parts of Carinthia by the Yugoslavian government after World War 
II. After Yugoslavia reduced its claims, specific minority rights for the Slovene 
minority living in Carinthia and Styria as well as the Croat minority living in 
Burgenland were included in the Austrian State Treaty in 1955. The 1950s and 
1980s were once again dominated by disputes about the bilingual school system 
in Carinthia, while intensive conflicts surrounding bilingual municipal signs char- 
acterized the 1970s: after the federal government decided to set up 205 bilin- 
gual town signs in local villages and towns, these were violently removed by the 
people belonging to the majority. 

Bombings in the bilingual area further escalated the conflict, leading to ten- 
sions between Carinthia and Slovenia, though this issue was never fully internati-
onalized opposite Austria by Yugoslavia. A new Federal Law on the Legal Status 
of Ethnic Groups of 1976 and a decree of 1977 temporarily ended this conflict 
with a regulation stating that in Carinthia, bilingual municipal signs should be 
erected in areas with a bilingual population of around 25 %. In 2001, the Consti-
tutional Court of Austria declared this regulation unconstitutional, considering 
the aim of the Austrian State Treaty to protect the ethnic group (Decision VfSlg 
16404/2001). This decision was exploited politically by various actors, among 
which the Carinthian and Austrian right-wing parties were dominant, until a 
constitutional law regulated the issue in 2011 (for an overview of Carinthian con-
temporary history and the ethnic conflict see, e.g., Valentin 2009; 2011a; Sup- 
pan 2004; Fräss-Ehrfeld 2000; Barker 1984; Inzko 1988; Haas & Stuhlpfarrer 
1977; cf. for this illustration Pirker 2018, 22–33). 

In the ten years since this settlement, the climate has improved (Vouk 2016). 
This comes down to many factors: from a change in politics, which no longer 
instrumentalizes the conflict as in earlier phases, to a change in the population’s 
appreciation of the second language that was fostered by the disintegration of 
Yugoslavia and Slovenia’s accession to the European Union. The new climate 
was visible at Carinthia’s official and partly bilingual celebrations of the 100th 
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anniversary of the referendum on the 10th of October 2020, when – in pres- 
ence of the president of Slovenia – the Austrian president apologized officially in 
German and Slovene to members of the Slovene minority for past injuries and 
failures in the implementation of minority rights: “As Federal President, I would 
like to apologize to you, dear citizens of Slovene mother tongue, for the injustice 
suffered and for the failures in the implementation of constitutionally guaran- 
teed rights” (Address by Federal President 2020, 3).

Against the background of the history of the ethnic conflict in Carinthia, this 
act held enormous symbolic significance and importance. It presented an official 
acknowledgement of the suffering of members of the ethnic group in the last 
century, but this did not happen without criticism from the opponents of such 
an apology (e.g., a press release by representatives of the right-wing Freedom 
Party Austria on 10 October (FPÖ, 2020) or of the bilingual elements of the 
celebration in general. On a practical level, numerous issues regarding the imple-
mentation of minority rights remain to be addressed or improved (education, 
language protection and promotion, effective participation – see in detail Vouk 
2016) and will constantly arise in the future as the protection of minorities and 
their languages has to be considered as a process that needs to be adapted to 
current requirements. This was also confirmed by the president in his speech, 
when he pointed out that “[m]inority policy must always be further developed” 
and “adapted to current living conditions and needs” (Address by Federal Pres- 
ident 2020, 3). The same is true for the persistent improvement of the conduc-
tive atmosphere that is needed to effectively guarantee minority rights and their 
enactment. A sustainable process needs to permanently and further address the 
causes of the conflict and its dynamics; not only on the level of politics on spe-
cific occasions, but also within the wider public, to overcome official, collective, 
and individual narratives that stem from the conflict and contribute to its per-
petuation or the transfer of its pattern to new problems in everyday life, such as 
migration.

3. Memory Culture and Memory Traps: German and  
Slovene Narratives
German and Slovene arguments in the context of the conflict in Carinthia refer 
to mutual historic grievances that are connected to specific fears: a typical Slo-
vene position might place emphasis on promises broken by the Carinthian gov- 
ernment after the plebiscite or the oppression by the Nazi regime, and it would 
claim minority rights guaranteed by the Austrian State Treaty. The Slovene side’s 
major fears revolve around the deprivation of rights, assimilation, or even extinc-
tion of the group. The arguments on the German side, on the other hand, relate 
to territorial claims after the two World Wars, emphasizing the status of the Ger-
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man language as the state language and the portrayal of the minority as already 
privileged, while a loss or division of their homeland are among their major fears 
(Kramer 2004, 208–209; Pirker 2012b; 2014; 2018, 308–309). A central point 
of memory to address these fears in Carinthia is the annual commemoration 
of October 10th in remembrance of the Carinthian Plebiscite in 1920 (Valentin 
1993; Valentin et al. 2002; Gstettner 2010). Over the course of the 20th century, 
the plebiscite was related to many narrative connotations – such as a pretend 
German victory, the right of self-determination, or even the common effort of 
minority and majority – in combination with an overall image of Carinthia as an 
area that is distinct, strong, and capable of defending itself (cf. Rumpler 1998; 
Fräss-Ehrfeld 1998; Pirker 2020).

Memory and the narratives of the past are connected to identity. Individuals 
integrate themselves into the official narratives of their community that strength- 
en their group identities and predict future actions (Assmann  A. 1999; Assmann 
J. 1997; 1998; Halbwachs 1966). Groups tend to prefer common memories and 
exclude others (Halbwachs 1967), while there can be opposing narratives and 
even dialectics of official and unofficial memories (Pirker 2012b; cf. Pirker 
2020). Jan Assmann (1988) and Aleida Assmann (2006, 134–137) further dis- 
tinguish a “communicative” and “cultural” memory beneath a “functional” mem- 
ory – corresponding to the official memory of a group serving the main purpo- 
se of legitimization – and a “storage” memory. The communicative memory has a 
scope of about 80 to 100 years. Its contents are related to people who have them-
selves experienced the incidents that are remembered collectively, and this me-
mory can still be re-negotiated. Astrid Erll (2017) highlights the complexity of 
these differentiations by adding that some events may not be as old as 100 years 
but are nevertheless used to create cultural perceptions and therefore must be 
considered part of cultural memory, while others may be quite old but are made 
to be part of actual public debate and therefore belong to the communicative 
memory. Consequently, Erll introduces the distinction between “nearness” and 
“farness” of events in question (Erll 2017, 113). These concepts provide help- 
ful analytical tools to explain why, and under which circumstances, past events, 
such as the Plebiscite in 1920, which have reached the floating point of transition 
from communicative to a rather stabilized cultural space of memory, can again 
become part of a public debate renegotiating its commemorative functions for 
collective identity, as is to be seen from the 2020 anniversary. It was the narrative 
of the minority, which is not dominant in the Carinthian context, that was ad-
dressed by the Austrian president’s apology, while various speakers pointed to a 
future respecting common cultural heritage.

Besides these concepts, unconscious and encompassing forms of mem- 
ory and the passing of memories between generations have been considered by 
Harald Welzer (2001), who conceived the notion of “social” memory. Remem-
brance of the past is always a present process, related to identity formation and 
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a future purpose (Assmann 1997; Schmidt 2006; cf. Pirker 2018). In situations 
of ethnic conflict, groups tend to narrow down their identity concepts and people 
may then primarily be perceived as members of an ethnic group, speaking a spe-
cific language, or observing a specific religion (Volkan 1999a; cf. Heintel 1982). 
Commonalities are blanked out or overseen; e.g., that someone may have simi-
lar concerns in their everyday life or even be burdened by past traumatic events 
or grief (Sen 2007), that some are “indifferent” (Judson 2016) or in-between 
the majority and minority, since they question the fixed concepts of belonging 
and supposedly pose a threat to the group (Pirker 2018). Memory is thereby 
constantly negotiated, which leads to multiple, often contradicting narratives 
(Wintersteiner 2015). Despite criticism of the vagueness some of these con-
cepts exhibit, they are helpful in understanding and analyzing memory conflicts 
in minority-majority situations.

Within Carinthia, language has become the main contested element in the 
conflict. Historic arguments and narratives are often utilized in disputes about 
minority rights and thus also the identities of the groups and the (common) 
land. One step towards understanding these mechanisms can be to bring them 
to the surface by revealing and acknowledging the diversity and variety of family 
histories, narratives, and identities without forcing the individuals to give up 
their very own story, but rather by accepting that this story may only be one pos-
sible and subjective perception among many others (Pirker 2014; Graf 2015). 
Concepts of identity and narratives are fluid, can be detected, analyzed, ques- 
tioned, seen in relation to each other and in their mutual conditionality and rel- 
ativity. Starting a dialogue can be one way to initiate this process (Kelman 1997) 
of contesting narratives in conflict.

4. The Challenge of Dialogue: Mutual Understanding 
through Dealing with a Troubled Past
Conflict interventions have to integrate various dimensions of a conflict in order 
to bring its underlying dynamics to the surface instead of fostering conflict mech- 
anisms. As outlined by Friedrich Glasl (2011; 1980), conflicts develop from 
an initial fixing of positions to a common descent by total confrontation in the 
worst-case scenario. In the context of a minority-majority conflict, it is necessary 
to consider the dynamics of ethnopolitics (cf. Mujkić & Hulsey 2010), social 
dynamics and expectations, as well as institutional or systemic factors (Meyer 
2011, 61–69). In a long-term perspective, Vamik Volkan (1999 b), in his “Tree-
-Model”, proposes to first explore the roots of the conflict, including the percep-
tions, fears and needs of conflict parties, before initiating a dialogue among the 
conflicting parties about their positions, and finally to invite them to develop 
initiatives and projects to intervene and change the conflict landscape. Within 
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this landscape, sustainable interventions should target, as Lederach (1999) and 
Lederach and Appleby (2010) argue, the levels of (1) political leaders, (2) peo-
ple in a mid-level position, who can influence political leaders, but who are not 
official representatives, and (3) the “grassroots” level of civil society (Lederach 
1999; Lederach & Appleby 2010, 35–38; see also Hamber 2015, 10–14; cf. Pir-
ker 2018). An intervention must therefore consider the level on which it is carri-
ed out and the fault lines between and within the groups, actors and generations. 

In a minority-majority context, there can be dialogue groups between the 
minority and majority as well as within the groups (Graf 2015). These groups 
are not monolithic, but often consist of various interest groups. This can be seen 
in the Slovene minority in Carinthia that has developed various cultural organi-
zations, one political party, and three political organizations: the two major Na-
rodni svet koroških Slovencev (NSKS) and Zveza slovenskih organizacij na Ko-
roškem (ZSO), and the younger Skupnost koroških Slovencev in Slovenk (SKS) 
(for more see Wutti 2017). The focus of dialogue interventions is set on an in-
ternal transformation of collective group identities in a way that allows groups 
to accept the other groups and their needs (Kelman 2010c; 1997; cf. Rothman 
1997; 2012). Therefore, the basic needs of the conflict actors are to be identified 
in joint examinations to allow trust and empathy for the other’s perception (Graf 
2015; Kelman 2010c).

The ethnic conflict in Carinthia shaped collective and individual percep-
tions, memories and narratives, or caused traumata that are passed on within 
generations. Ethnopolitical and civil society actors representing interest groups 
within the majority and minority have different agendas, thus passing on vari-
ous, even opposing, narratives and presenting themselves as representatives of 
the groups. Deeper dimensions of the conflict are created through symbolic, 
epistemic or structural violence as a result of power relations, asymmetries be- 
tween the majority and minority, alliances of group actors with political decision 
makers, individual and collective identifications, traumata, as well as narratives 
and counter-narratives and their political use and misuse. The institutionalized 
power relations in public institutions can foster power relations and identifica-
tions (Pirker 2018). These structural factors constitute the complex and mul-
tilayered framework of dialogue initiatives. The following sections analyze two 
different interventions that have been carried out in the context of the Carinthi-
an ethnic conflict: an initiative for creating a Peace Region Alps-Adria (Brousek 
2018), which addresses civil society actors and people engaged in ethnopolitics, 
and a youth initiative that targets adolescents on the grassroots level, both within 
Carinthia and between Carinthia and Slovenia.
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5. Dealing with Memory Politics: Peace Region  
Alps-Adria
In 2013, a dialogue was initiated concerning the troubled past between Austria 
and Slovenia (Graf & Brousek 2014; Brousek 2018; Brousek & Pirker 2016; 
Pirker 2018, 338–343; Graf & Brousek 2020). In 2016, participants from Italy 
were also included in this conversation. The idea was to establish processes of 
dialogue at an international level between actors from different states on an in-
tra-national level within and between conflict parties by including extreme po-
sitions and hardliners, and to influence the public through the dissemination of 
the results of this initiative (Graf & Brousek 2014; Brousek 2018; Pirker 2018). 
The initiative invited civil society actors that influence memory politics and the 
preservation of specific narratives in Austria and Slovenia (Brousek & Pirker 
2016; Pirker 2018; Graf & Brousek 2020). The participants were not engaged in 
official politics (track one), though they were active in ethnopolitics and some of 
them were in positions to inform or advise politicians regarding minority rights 
or memory politics (track two). Participants were recruited from various age 
groups, with various ideological positions and professions, yet the percentage 
of males and academics remained high (Wintersteiner et al. 2020b, 28; Graf & 
Brousek 2020).

The main task of the process was to explore the historical roots of the con-
flicts, their sociopsychological and political dynamics, as well as the perceptions  
and needs of the conflict parties involved. Despite these tasks, the overall ambiti-
on was directed towards the future development of inter-ethnic relations within 
the region by addressing the main questions of how to: deal with the complex 
conflict parameters within one’s own and the neighboring country; avoid these 
conflict lines being instrumentalized by politics; and to create a peace region fo-
cusing on future perspectives (Wintersteiner et al. 2020b, 28; cf. Wintersteiner 
2012). Initiating a dialogue about new forms of dealing with opposing narratives 
and developing common perspectives, policy advise, and common public events 
with the timely focus on the 100th Jubilee of the Carinthian Plebiscite were iden-
tified as working tasks for the dialogue group (Graf & Brousek 2020, 61). 

This initiative, which was decisively shaped by the Herbert C. Kelman In-
stitute, was based on a broad range of methodological approaches of interac- 
tive conflict resolution, building on the format of “Problem Solving Workshops” 
(Kelman 1972; 2010a; 2010b) and the methodology of Track II diplomacy (Fi-
scher 2002; Ahlbrecht et al. 2009; Graf et al. 2006; Graf 2015; Brousek & Pirker 
2016; Brousek 2018; Pirker 2018; Wintersteiner et al. 2020b; Graf & Brousek 
2020). One of the underlying theoretical pillars beneath interactive conflict  
resolution (Brousek 2018, 97) was the concept of an open and inclusive public 
dialogue that must be open for all parties interested in a plural context, and that 
must not be limited to specific topics; rather, it needs to be facilitated with regard 
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to the interest of the actors involved and structured with a clear distribution of 
roles among actors (Žagar 2020, 120–121; cf. Žagar 2008). The overall structu-
re of the project led to the establishment of an international (plenary) dialogue 
group and various sub-groups. It included the positions of civil society coordina-
tors from Carinthia and Slovenia, researchers, facilitators, a central coordinator, 
and participants (see in detail Graf & Brousek 2020, 60–61), mainly suggested 
and invited by the civil society coordinators and facilitators.

After the first phase of establishing confidential conversations (cf. Hoffmann 
2011), the approach of interactive conflict transformation applied by the Her-
bert C. Kelman Institute aimed at setting up a process from (1) the analysis  
of the current conflict through (2) a deeper analysis of the structural, socio-po-
litical and cultural dimension of the conflict context to (3) a context-sensitive 
conflict transformation (Schönbauer-Brousek et al. 2016; Graf 2015; 2010;  
Pirker 2018; Graf & Brousek 2020). Some of the topics and challenges ad- 
dressed by the international group were related to the overall heritage of violent 
conflicts in the countries involved, taboos in dealing with the specific past of each 
country or group, relations between the states and groups, and the instrumenta-
lization of these factors by politics (Graf & Brousek 2020, 64). Sub-groups focu-
sed on specific issues and made up the core of the working phase of the project in 
the sense of Volkan’s “trunk” of the tree (Graf & Brousek 2020, 67). The groups 
worked on youth initiatives, minority rights, World War II, integration issues, or 
memory culture (Brousek & Pirker 2016; Pirker 2018; Graf & Brousek 2020). 
Their outcomes were discussed in the international plenary sessions. One first 
joint effort to communicate results and contribute to a public discourse was the 
publication of a declaration of the international dialogue group.

For this first declaration, dealing with the 100th anniversary of the beginning 
of World War I in 1914, the international dialogue group agreed on the preamble 
cited below. The aim of this preamble was to frame the underlying idea of dia- 
logue about a troubled past, which acknowledges contradictions and subjecti-
vity in memory and suffering but tries to frame contradictions in the broader 
sense of a common history of violence without relativizing crime and suffering. 
The preamble states: “In memory of all victims who died because politics did 
not resolve conflicts peacefully. Dialogue as a way of recognizing diversity, histo-
rical reconciliation and common future-oriented action” (Feldner et al. 2018, 31 
[translated to English from German]). Additionally, the working group outlined 
the vision of the project:

One hundred years after the outbreak of World War I, we are witnessing a global 
crisis and deep upheavals, which seriously question the great project of European 
integration. This development relates not only to the emergence of new political 
and social conflicts – from the economic crisis and the conflicts over migration to 
the impotence of European diplomacy in the face of new armed conflicts (from the 
Ukraine to the Middle East) – but also to the return of stubborn “old European” 
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attitudes such as nationalism, chauvinism, fundamentalism, xenophobia, and other 
forms of intolerance and the lack of recognition of the other. […] The 20th century 
was a century of two horrendous World Wars, […] and it is by no means sufficient to 
concede that political peace prevails and there are good economic relations between 
the states and ethnically defined nations of Europe. We must overcome what has 
separated us for so long and sometimes made us enemies. Otherwise, there will be 
a risk that old enemies will re-emerge as in Ukraine and the Middle East this year or 
the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. […] The Alps-Adriatic region is still very much 
influenced by the consequences of these all-European historical conflicts. Therefore, 
history should be critically and self-critically reflected in the entire Alps-Adriatic 
region, beginning in Slovenia and in Austria, and especially in the borderland of 
Carinthia, with the desire to achieve a deeper recognition of the potentials of cultural 
differences in the region to achieve a more “objective” historical memory and to take 
the first steps towards reconciliation between minorities and majorities. […] In the 
20th century, the Alps-Adriatic region became a battleground of different totalitarian 
ideologies, which have not yet disappeared from the collective memory of the peoples 
in this region. […] A prerequisite for the formation of a peace region Alps-Adria must 
– as one of the experiences of history – be the willingness to discuss on all sides, aiming 
for reconciliation. A cross-border dialogue cannot revive the historically neglected 
cultures of this region. However, it can try to use the memory of these neglected forms 
of living together to find new forms of regional, European, and global coexistence. Such 
a cross-border dialogue is the next step in establishing a transnational, multicultural, 
multilingual and economically prosperous peace region Alps-Adria – with the guiding 
principles of diversity, intercultural education, regional development and constructive 
conflict management (Feldner et al., 2018, 31–34 [translated to English from German]).

A similar declaration was prepared by the working group in 2015, 70 years after 
the end of World War II, highlighting the strategy of overcoming historic collec- 
tive trauma through cross-border dialogue. This second declaration hints at the di- 
vergences in memory cultures in Austria and Slovenia that are related to different 
interpretations of World War II and at the ideologies of communism and fascism 
between and within the states which became visible in public commemorative 
events as every side sought to hide the dark sides of their own history (Feldner 
et al. 2018, 57–58; cf. Wintersteiner et al. 2020b, 16). Yet, the declaration lists 
various political and civil societal achievements in international relations, even 
if an official systematic approach of reconciliation has not been developed on a 
political level (Feldner et al. 2018, 58–59; cf. Graf & Brousek 2020). Building on 
this premise, the declaration of the working group calls for the recognition of the 
other’s interpretation of the past as well as “the victims of the other side in their 
victim status” (Feldner et al. 2018, 59–60 [translated from German to English]), 
including shared grief and eventually conducting joint commemoration events 
(Feldner et al. 2018, 60). This acknowledgement is outlined as a first step in the 
process of initiating a dialogue that strives for empathy for the various experi- 
ences of violence suffered by different groups living in the Alps-Adriatic Region, 
while analyzing the power relations in the past and present that become visible 
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in manifold personal stories and facilitating a dialogue that respects the deeper 
human needs behind the visible strategies of the conflict parties involved (Feld- 
ner et al. 2018, 61).

Joint commemorative events among participants of the working group were 
carried out on the initiative of the consensus group (Konsensgruppe), a platform 
of the German civil society organizations Kärntner Heimatdienst (KHD) and 
Plattform Kärnten and two of the three political organizations of the Slovene 
minority, the ZSO and SKS. This platform was initially created while jointly 
working on a draft solution for the place name sign issue in 2005 on behalf of 
the federal chancellor. In the first commemorative events, representatives of 
the German organizations and the Slovene minority (mainly the ZSO) remem- 
bered victims of the Nazi Regime as well as partisans on respective sites in  
Carinthia and Slovenia. This was continued after 2013 within the framework of 
the outlined cross-border dialogue initiative with participation of the civil socie-
ty coordinators from both countries and in the spirit of the preamble of the first 
declaration (cf. Feldner et al. 2018, 60; Graf & Brousek 2020).

The 100th anniversary of the Carinthian Plebiscite in 2020 served as the 
occasion for the publication of a book including the statements of participants of 
the project and articles written by scholars (Brousek et al. 2020). The book con-
tains chapters on Austria, Slovenia and Italy. It presents a reflection of a dialogue 
in which opposing narratives, such as interpretations of World War I, territorial 
claims or atrocities in and after World War II, were addressed and confronted 
in a structured way that assumes a shared and interrelated space of memory be- 
tween the countries (Wintersteiner et al. 2020b, 13, 21). Considering the overall 
ambition of the project, some of the articles were even published in form of a 
controversy between opposing positions (Lausegger & Wintersteiner 2020). 
Parallel to this joint initiative, various participants of the dialogue group initiated 
further projects with the collaboration of other members of the international 
dialogue group or outside the group that were dedicated to dealing with the past 
or forms of political education, e.g., the publication of an Alps-Adriatic Manifest 
(Wintersteiner et al. 2020a; cf. Graf 2020; Graf & Brousek 2020; Wintersteiner 
et al. 2020b). 

As the editors of the joint 2020 publication outline, the prior task and out-
come of the dialogue initiative was to identify models for addressing various 
(subjective) historic truths by people with often opposing perspectives, which 
requires the establishment of a consensus on dissensus (Wintersteiner et al. 
2020b, 29). This allows, as one of the facilitators argues, for a plural dialogue 
that, contrary to reconciliation, addresses the past as well as current issues while 
focusing on alternative solutions (Žagar 2020, 123–124; cf. Žagar 2009). The in-
ternational working group’s meetings, including intensive debates on opposing 
understandings of past events and the establishment of sub-groups, the two dec- 
larations dealing with the acknowledgement of these divergences and their use 
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as a resource for understanding the other group’s perspective and needs as basis 
for a dialogical process, projects related to the dialogue, as well as the comple-
mentary initiatives and the 2020 publication can all be regarded as achievements 
of this process.

Limitations and challenges also emerged in the process. Some of the topics 
addressed could not to be dealt with in the given time. This caused opposition 
between participants seeking for more in-depth discussions, while others aimed 
at producing outcomes in the form of public declarations or events (Graf & Brou- 
sek 2020, 70). A compromise was found in working on the common declarati-
ons parallel to continuing the debates related to controversial issues. Some of the 
participants refrained from the dialogue because of these kinds of proceedings 
(Graf & Brousek 2020, 71). Internal tensions between the in-depth dialogue and 
producing public outcomes thus continued to influence the working process. 
Additionally, the roles of the facilitators and scientists were sometimes blurred 
(Graf & Brousek 2020, 74), as some engaged in debates with the participants 
about narratives from their own perspectives.

Among the actors involved, a further tension became visible between re-
conciliation and orientation towards the future (Nicolescou & Graf 2014; cf. 
Brousek & Pirker 2016; Pirker 2018). The dialogue process thus aimed at ena-
bling empathy for experiences of violence that have been experienced by various  
groups in the 20th century and which still influence them as “victim and perpe-
trators, but also as victim-perpetrators and perpetrator-victims” (Graf 2020, 105 
[translated to English from German]). Working on historic traumata and viola-
tions of human rights by totalitarian regimes addresses, as one of the facilitators 
explains, the experiences of war and violence, the transmission of trauma and 
possibilities of a politics of reconciliation in the form of dialogue as a learning 
process (Graf 2020, 106) from a systemic macro as well as an individual perspec-
tive, including the necessary reflection of the historic context and power asym-
metry without legitimizing or the equation of unequal parameters or the reversal 
of perpetrator-victim relations but to allow for an context-related understanding 
of the ambivalent perspectives (Graf 2020, 110). 

In line with this approach, Marjan Sturm, one of the civil society coordina-
tors of the international dialogue initiative and former head of the ZSO, provi-
des an example for contesting narratives by arguing that in Carinthia, the narra- 
tive of Austria being the first victim of Nazi aggression and the Land being con-
fronted with renewed territorial claims after World War II was accompanied by 
the denial of early engagements in national socialist activities and the assigned 
deportation of Carinthian Slovenes to the Nazi regime. On the other side, the 
resistance against this regime was, in Sturm’s assessment, used to emphasize the 
antifascist alliance, while the atrocities of the Nazi perpetrators provided legiti-
mation for the movement in favor of the annexation to Yugoslavia and the killing 
of Carinthians after the end of the war (Sturm 2020, 364; cf. Wintersteiner et al. 
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2020b, 24). Within the discussions of the working group, a Slovene perspective 
could emphasize, for example, the necessity to acknowledge the contribution of 
German-Carinthian actors to the assimilation of the minority. From a German-
-Carinthian point of view, by contrast, the demand for the acknowledgement of 
partisan crimes, the detection of involvement in bomb attacks in the 1970s, or 
even the activities of Yugoslav intelligence on Carinthian territory, which have 
become a focus of recent historiographic and public interest (Wintersteiner et 
al. 2020b, 20; Pirker 2018), may be demanded. Notably, these are just examples, 
which are asymmetrical and not causally linked. 

As these narratives influenced the separation of the population along ethnic 
lines, Sturm and others argue that a new form of dialogic remembrance should 
acknowledge one’s own suffering while providing space for the other’s suffering 
in one’s own memory, and that it should comprise common historic knowledge  
regarding complex and changing constellations of perpetrators and victims 
within a shared history of violence (Sturm 2020, 365; cf. Bauriedl 1998; Brou-
sek 2006; Graf et al. 2014). This requires, in the retrospective evaluation of the 
editors of the 2020 publication of the project, accepting contradictions in one’s 
position and perspective, establishing at least a basic consensus on why under 
specific circumstances and times one group acted as perpetrator or became a 
victim, and accepting that there are manifold subjective interpretations of the 
past beneath established historic truth that motivate one’s behavior and per-
ception in understanding other’s positions without agreement or legitimization 
(Wintersteiner et al. 2020b, 25–26). This kind of reframing can be explained 
with concepts by Erll (2017, 132), who argues that opposing narratives may be 
interrelated and interdependent, for example in specific and mono-causal vic-
tim-perpetrator interpretations of a violent past. She suggests framing such con-
stellations – without tapping into relativism – with regard to a common history 
of violence and allowing memories and different interpretations of the past to 
become more agonistic than antagonistic by paying respect to the specific con-
text of a conflict and at the same time trying to promote orientation towards a 
more transnational future.

The overall question of how to confront a troubled past properly is related 
to this issue. In Carinthia, over the last century there have been numerous initia- 
tives fostering mutual understanding, yet some initiatives result in a dialogue 
between conflicting parties that forges trust and alliances with the partners in-
volved and then creates a new differentiation between dialogue advocates and 
dialogue opponents (cf. Pirker 2018). This new separation often builds on con-
flict lines within the groups and seemingly aspires to generate legitimacy for one 
specific way of dealing with the past. There is imminent danger of the dialogue 
being exploited for ethnopolitical reasons. Thus, a “dialogue about dialogue” is 
needed in order to invite conflicting parties to discuss their perceptions, strategi-
es, and possible complementary approaches to dealing with the past (Brousek & 
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Pirker 2016; Pirker 2018). In this sense, a particular challenge was caused by the 
fact that the initiative is in part a continuation of the mentioned consensus – and 
a dialogue processes between two organizations (KHD and ZSO), led by Josef 
Feldner and Marjan Sturm (Graf & Brousek 2020). These earlier processes have 
been the subject of public support as well as intensive criticism from both within 
and outside the groups involved (Pirker 2018, 246–279), e.g., by the conserva- 
tive NSKS. These earlier developments even caused the invited participants to 
refrain or withdraw from the international dialogue. It has thus been and conti-
nues to be evaluated differently by supporters and opponents of the earlier initia- 
tives on both sides of the border, and it is therefore either framed as a continua-
tion or as a different initiative. 

Finally, this points to the challenge of deciding which participants are to be 
selected. It depends on the analysis of the field of conflict as well as the willing- 
ness of the actors to engage. Thus, they should identify who is to represent, or 
even influence, which groups; they should also consider how to integrate hard- 
liner positions, which may otherwise hamper the process. This must be done 
without legitimizing extreme positions, but by reckoning and analyzing them as 
part of the conflict field and its dynamics. In connection with this, there is a risk 
that extreme positions from the countries involved might strengthen the other 
extreme positions (Wintersteiner et al. 2020b, 22), or cross-border alliances be- 
tween parties may foster internal conflicts within different interest groups within 
the majority of the minority (Brousek & Pirker 2016; Pirker 2018). 

The conflict itself, as a system, entails the risk of spilling to different levels 
or establishing new alliances if resources for conflict transformation are insuf- 
ficient. What is needed to tackle this is a transformation of (1) individual and 
family histories, (2) collective memory and politics, and (3) cultural and social 
structures and power relations. In dealing with the past, it is often necessary to 
deepen and broaden the process: to deepen it by allowing adequate time and 
space for intensive reflection on emotions, individual stories, and perceptions; at 
the same time, the process may need to be broadened by raising its complexity 
(cf. Graf et al. 2010), that is, by including more issues and additional countries 
and improving impact on the public sphere. This process should target society as 
a whole, as well as new conflict lines, such as those between old minorities and 
new ones, in order to acknowledge lessons for dealing with diversity (Brousek & 
Pirker 2016; Pirker 2018). The dialogue initiatives highlighted the necessity of 
conflict transformation in the field of memory politics and functioned as a learn- 
ing process for civil society (Graf & Brousek 2020). Continued and extended 
on-site dialogues in villages and towns, facilitated by civil society organizations 
or municipalities, could provide possibilities to talk about individual stories and 
make narratives visible on all levels – from politics to civil society. The interna- 
tional dialogue process targeted actors from civil society in expectation of a kind 
of spillover effect to official politics. This is important in influencing the social 
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parameters, the social and political climate, of a conflict situation, but it was not 
carried out systematically on all possible levels, which makes it difficult to assess 
its outcomes. 

The 100th anniversary of the Carinthian Plebiscite in 2020 and the 10th anniver- 
sary of the regulation of the municipal sign issue in 2021 provide(d) opportu- 
nities for increased public attention for initiatives reflecting the past on a broader 
and interactive scale, as was also one of the intentions of the official exhibit of the 
Land of Carinthia Carinthija 2020. It moved around the country and focused 
on the following topics: infrastructure/economic development/space, network- 
ing/neighbors/dialogue, and identity/memory culture in the past, present and 
future (Fritz 2020). The current period could be used for further refining and 
evaluating dialogue initiatives regarding these intentions. The 10th anniversary of 
the regulation of the municipal sign issue would be apt for taking stock and iden-
tifying possibilities for further improvements to minority protection regimes in 
correspondence to the needs of the groups concerned, considering often-over-
looked gender and intergenerational perspectives.

6. involving the Next Generation: Separate Ways – 
Common Future
Involving young people in working on past conflicts sets up a specific challenge 
for peace initiatives and dialogue processes. Between 2013 and 2015, a project 
named Carinthia and Slovenia: Separate Ways – Common Future aimed at raising 
awareness for the troubled past, principles of minority protection, and trans- 
national understanding in Europe among young people. By including nearly all 
grammar schools (secondary education) in Carinthia and Slovenia, more than 
5,000 pupils aged 16 to 18 took part in a survey on their attitudes towards mi-
norities, languages, neighboring countries, and the European Union, as well as 
the history and relations between Carinthia and Slovenia. In the second part of 
the project, 80 pupils explored their family history and attitudes among family 
members and friends towards the mentioned topics. In the end, they were invit- 
ed to discuss these topics in a three-day workshop dealing with the past, present 
and future of the region (Pirker 2014; 2015; Pirker & Hofmeister 2015; Dangl-
maier et al. 2017).

In their research on family histories and opinions among families and friends 
that allowed an emotionalization of the topic (cf. Danglmaier et al. 2017, 236–
237), some of the pupils found out that, in fact, they have manifold relations to 
the ethnic question in their family history of which they had not been previously 
aware. For others, it was their first chance to talk to members from the ethnic 
group or pupils from Slovenia. The joint discussion of various family histories 
and perceptions of the other group or country in the meeting opened the floor 
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for questioning one-dimensional narratives and learning about another’s per-
spective. The project allowed direct contact and instructed the pupils to work on 
common tasks as they had to prepare for a joint discussion with experts from the 
areas of diplomacy, politics, and education at the end of the process (cf. Pirker 
2015). Members of the Slovene minority, with their language and intercultural 
competence, functioned thereby as a bridge between Austrian and Slovene par-
ticipants. Building on the contact hypothesis (Allport 1954; Güttler 2003) and 
concepts of dialogue, the project worked on the reflection of common history, 
narratives, and the transformation of perceptions towards an inclusive and multi-
lingual region. Accordingly, participants within the project stated, e.g., that “com-
monalities evolved primarily from family histories”, while others became aware 
of the influence of history and narratives on their own perceptions (Pirker 2014).

Regarding minority protection, the outcomes of the quantitative survey 
indicate that two thirds of pupils evaluate measures that (a) promote language 
education or (b) support cultural organizations of minorities in a positive way 
(Carinthia/Slovenia: (a) 65 %/72.7 %; (b) 61.5 %/60.2 %). This is specifically 
the case for measures that may also offer advantages for the majority, such as 
learning the other language for economic reasons (Pirker 2014; Pirker & Hof- 
meister 2015). The project in its quantitative and qualitative dimensions indi- 
cated that language awareness, combined with an exploration of family histories 
and narratives beneath the history of the region, information about the purpose 
of minority protection, and personal contact to get involved with the another’s 
perspective, enables reflection on narratives and promotes a positive perception 
of minorities and bi- or multilingualism (Pirker 2014). To ensure sustainability, 
such initiatives of dealing with the past must become part of school curricula 
and could be used for a joint analysis of the processes of memory and identity 
formation, starting with the individual historic consciousness of the pupils in- 
volved, based on family histories and value systems, as well as the perspectives 
and perceptions of others, for which narratives in cross-border areas offer a spe-
cific potential (Danglmaier 2020). Dealing with emotionally challenging issues 
such as World War II demands sufficient time but also a response to specific in-
terests articulated by pupils, while allowing for some autonomy in the definition 
of the issues addressed (Albing 2017, 222).

The initiative provided some additional lessons for complementary proces-
ses of dialogue. Young people may serve as a bridge between different organiza-
tions and generations, ideologies, or intra-familiar patterns. For example, one girl 
participating in the project began interviewing her parents based on the ques- 
tionnaire of the project. She found out that her father was in fact a member of the 
Slovene minority but had decided not to pass on the language to his children. In 
cases of intermarriage, the loss of the minority language and assimilation of one 
partner was often a common consequence of the intense conflict context (Vavti 
2009). When her father started talking about his Slovene origin, her mother 
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interrupted and did not wish to discuss this issue. The girl continued to work 
on these issues in school and her parents both read the book Angel of Oblivion 
(Engel des Vergessens), an autobiographical novel by Maja Haderlap about the 
situation of the minority, its resistance against the Nazi regime, and its later treat- 
ment by official Austrian memory. In the end, the girl expressed her feeling of 
loss and her wish to learn the Slovene language. In the families of other particip- 
ants, grandparents who had experienced World War II began discussing their 
experiences with their grandchildren. Some of them had kept silent until then, 
though traumatic events may be passed on over generations even if they are not 
discussed. It is, thus, sometimes easier for people to talk with their grandchildren 
than with their children (Wutti 2015; cf. Wutti 2018, 20–25). Additionally,  
within workshops at the University, as neutral ground for conflicting parties to 
talk with students, young people within opposing groups showed readiness to 
talk with older people from the other side and to question fixed narratives. They 
were willing to detect commonalities through talking in a safe atmosphere.

Secondly, there is a possibility of re-considering identities in contact by re-
flecting on one’s own and another’s perspective. Within the workshop, one girl 
identified being Carinthian Slovene as one of her most important identifica- 
tions. She further reflected that in the context of the conflict she feels that she al-
ways must fight for her rights as her group always had to seek the protection of lan-
guage and the minority (Pirker 2014). As a result, she further argued in the talks 
with other pupils, she cannot speak of herself as simply Carinthian in a broad- 
er regional sense, because she considers herself excluded rather than included 
by this term. In the end, the girl stated within a public discussion that she had  
learnt that there is no contradiction between being Carinthian, which was for her  
related to being German, and being Slovene. She had been able to integrate these 
identity layers and to learn that she could be both, without fear of losing either 
her Slovene or Carinthian identity. Such and many other personal anecdotes  
helped participants to relate to or at least to understand the other’s perspective 
and the diversity of identity concepts.

In fact, there are plenty of identifications in between minority and majority 
which tend to be blended out in case of conflict (Brunner 1988). However, stud- 
ies indicate that in the minority and majority context, young people especially 
tend to identify in a more global or cosmopolitan way, and some of them even 
reject the notion of choosing between the groups, but prefer to express multiple 
identifications (Vavti 2009; 2012; 2013; cf. Zorčič 2019). Highlighting this  
pluralism can be helpful in relativizing fixed borders. The concepts on both sides 
are not static but fluid, which can become visible through personal contact and 
exchange between minorities and majorities within and across state borders. 
Peace initiatives can, thus, involve also young people and reflect on their heritage 
of the past as well as use them as a resource in the context of reflecting memory 
and working towards a common future.
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7. Memory Wars and Memory Cures
The above considerations highlight a few principles regarding sustainable di-
alogue about a troubled past: (1) First, in the case of cold (non-violent, past) 
conflict, one should raise awareness about the relevance of past incidents and 
their interpretation for peaceful living together and for managing diversity. Nar-
ratives should be identified in this respect. (2) Within discussions, the other 
perspective needs to be acknowledged based on respect for different views and 
interpretations. One way of providing the necessary sensitive framework for 
such proceedings is outlined in the approaches of interactive conflict transfor-
mation, the initiatives targeting young people and their engagement in research 
of the common past and the influence of history/ies on one’s own perspective 
and perception, as well as the approach of open and inclusive public dialogue. 
(3) A multi-level approach is thereby required for addressing actors on different 
levels with common actions, including different generations and taking account 
of pluralism within the groups concerned, on an international, national, and in-
tra-group level. (4) It includes giving voice to manifold positions that are usually 
not heard in the context of conflict: young people, women, people that position 
themselves in between or within both of the groups, outsiders, or people who 
have lost or neglected their cultural heritage in the form of not passing on the 
minority language. An in-depth analysis of the history of the respective conflict 
and the interethnic relations, as emphasized by theoretical approaches of con-
flict resolution, is a precondition for the identification of such positions that con-
test major narratives in and between the groups involved. (5) Cross-border lines 
of conflict should be considered in this regard, as well as the institutionalization 
of memory, the strategies of political players, and the functions of legal instru-
ments. (6) Overall, this calls for a multilayered approach to diversity recovery 
within the Alps-Adriatic Region that, in the end, might contribute to the devel- 
opment of context-sensitive interventions and legal instruments of minority 
protection that correspond to the needs of the groups involved and contribute 
to the improvement of interethnic relations. 

Without a doubt, research on minority issues and dialogue is a unique under-
taking in that it should consider the specific preliminaries and context of the ma-
jority-minority situation (historic development, political discussion, and actors) 
to produce appropriate explanations and impulses for conflict transformation. 
Law provides a specific way of conflict resolution that seeks to balance legitimate 
interests by assuaging emotions and conflict history/ies, whereas approaches 
in conflict management or resolution tend to ignore the regulative functions of  
law in conflicts. A complementary approach seeks to learn from history and 
open perspectives to foster mutual understanding, in addition to instruments of 
minority protection. 
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A complementary approach to conflict resolution regarding the long-lasting, 
highly symbolic and political municipal sign issue could have been based on the 
needs of the groups involved, e.g., by recognizing the minority’s longing for recog- 
nition or (symbolic) security, and the majority’s need for the homeland and 
their identity to remain uncontested; these are interwoven with various com-
plex narratives and the wish for an acknowledgement of subjective individual 
and collective suffering in the past. Related to these needs were the opposing 
strategies of ending the conflict once and for all or leaving at least the door open 
for further increasing the number of municipal signs to be erected in the future. 
Ending the conflict legally by regulating it on a constitutional level to hamper 
further revision could thus have been complemented by public support for in-
-depth dialogues about the troubled past within the region and municipalities 
concerned, while allowing a regulation that is open for further adjustment at a 
later date if requested by a substantive part of the population of the respective 
town. This simplified example hints at the necessity of designing legal solutions 
that at first contribute to a regulation of the conflict, as the municipal sign issue 
has done.

Looking back over the past ten years since this regulation, it has been stated 
from many sides, even its critics (e.g., Vouk 2016), that it has helped to calm 
the debate, to hinder political instrumentalization of the topic, and it has con-
tributed to an improvement of the situation of the Slovene language in public 
discourse and the overall climate of inter-ethnic relations. As can be seen from 
the history of the conflict, this climate is important for the effective protection 
and implementation of minority rights. Taking the contested issue off the table 
through compromise can, thus, be a first step towards calming the conflict. Yet, 
complementary formats of dialogue could further contribute to an improve-
ment of interethnic relations. Legal regulations should be open to further adjust-
ments considering this improvement, which might result in acknowledging the 
minority, its language, and culture, as well as shared diversity as an added value. 

Finally, broadening the perspective on a specific issue means not only dig- 
ging in history/ies through the common examination of narratives, power  
structures, and individual/collective needs, but also including current challenges 
of diversity raised, for example, on the level of European (dis-)integration or by 
migration into the dialogue about the narratives relating to the troubled past  
and present of national identities. Mechanisms of othering tend to be the same, 
increasingly shifting from excluding old minorities to others from outside the 
state. Migrants are perceived as the others in terms of culture. Laws even insti-
tutionalize their otherness, based on assumptions of their requirements and 
needs for integration. To positively use diversity as a resource and ensure that 
old patterns of conflict may not be reaffirmed by processes of migration, we 
need to rethink classical concepts of minority protection while facing challenges 
raised by globalization and migration. The complementary approach of dialogue 
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thus seeks to learn from history and open broader perspectives related to cur-
rent challenges in diversity. This ambition requires an interdisciplinary approach 
and cooperation between research and practice to work complementarily on the 
interrelations of memory politics, minority rights, and conflict transformation 
by using history as a starting point for a broadly-effective public reflection and 
transformation process that, in the selected case of Carinthia, emits signals for 
Carinthia, the Alps-Adriatic region, and Europe.
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